50ETF appears on the Chinese stock market on 9th February,2015, the contracts are European Options and the options are priced by B-S model.50ETF is the only one option that can be traded, there are no American Options in Chinese stock market. This paper studies 50ETF pricing analysis in accordance with the way of American Option. We use Least Squares Monte Carlo Simulation to price 50ETF and analyze them, give the numerical results by matlab program. This issue is worth studying, because the paper studies 50ETF, and price it in the way of American Options, we try to employ Monte Carlo Simulation to solve this problem in china and the results of the paper can enrich the option products in the stock market of China.
Introduction
The negotiable securities of SSE 50 exchange-traded Index securities investment funds are called '50ETF', Stock code:510050,Huaxia Fund Management company is the fund manager, it is a financial product that based on a certain type of underlying assets.50ETF Option, its underlying assets are Huaxia 50ETF(510050).50ETF appears on the market on 9th February,2015 and it is the only one option that can be traded in Chinese stock market.50ETF is the only one option that can be traded, there are no American Options in Chinese stock market, in this paper, we study 50ETF,we use Least Squares Monte Carlo Simulation to price 50ETF, the price is valuable and the results can give some reference to the Chinese stock market, so the researchers can design more financial derivatives and it is also meaningful for the development of options in China.
The earliest option pricing theory was proposed by Bachelier (1990) ,then 65 years later, Samuelson (1965) reconsidered the problem of option pricing, he proposed the underlying assets follow Gometric Browian Motion.Then Black-Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) studied risk neutral pricing, the famous model B-S model was created by them. Then Sharp (1978) studied perivative securities pricing, according to the self-financing strategy, Binomial tree method can price options very well. Wiggins (1983) generalized the Black-Scholes-Merton model. The models were proved price European Options very well, American options pricing was under consideration all the time. Until 1990s, Boyle, Broadie, and Glasserman (1997) given the Monte Carlo method. Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) proposed the Least Squares Monte Carlo simulation, so the option pricing theory has developed very well.
In practice, Monte Carlo simulation method is very suitable for pricing the options that are path-dependent or multivariate related, because the traditional Monte Carlo simulation uses forward solution method, at this point, we can not calculate the expected return of the options at every moment, the options are continued to hold. So the proceeds of the options that exercise immediately and the expected return of the options that continue to hold can not be compared, and we cannot decide when to exercise the options. Therefore, at the beginning, Monte Carlo simulation method is considered that can not be used for pricing American options, with the development of mathematical finance, Monte Carlo simulation has developed, there appears some Monte Carlo simulation algorithm simulation of American Option pricing. Since the 1990s, dynamic programming principle and digitmap analysis are leaded into Monte Carlo simulations, then American options are successfully priced.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We introduce some steps of Least Squares Monte Carlo simulate option Applied Finance and Accounting Vol. 2, No. 2; 2016 72 pricing in Section 2.In Section 3,we price 50ETF in the way of American Options and give analysis of the results simulated by matlab program.
Least Squares Monte Carlo Simulation
As a result of the introduction of new securities and new sources of financing, various innovative techniques have been used by researchers and traders in order to determine the price of the securities (Ansari & Riasi, 2016; Riasi, 2015) . However, one of the most effective methods for pricing the securities is least squares Monte Carlo simulation.
When pricing American Options, it is necessary that make a choice whether to continue to hold options or to exercise the options on the lead time. The resulting value of exercising option is usually easy to get, some researchers, including Longstaff and Schwartz, in 2001,they proposed to choose the best match between the value of option that continue to hold and certain related variables by the Least Squares method. The Monte Carlo method has become the standard method for pricing American options, its basic principle: In a limited discrete time point, simulate the data on sample path at each time according to the underlying asset price. Obtain the expected return of the options that continue to hold by Least Squares method, comparing it and the proceeds of the options that exercise immediately, if the former is less than the latter, exercise the options immediately, else if the former is bigger than the latter, continue to hold the options.
Some steps of Least Squares Monte Carlo simulate option pricing
Firstly, generate the sample price path of the underlying asset (1) Secondly, solve the option inversely from the expiration date,obtain the optimal execution time and option earnings on each path, at time i ,calculate the optimal execution time and option earnings on each path.For example,put option,its intrinsic value on sample path is (2) among them, S is the asset prices of sample path j , i is the executive time , X is executive price. Due to American option can be exercised in advance, when choose the optimal execution time, it is necessary to compare the expected return of the options that continue to hold and the instant earnings of the options that exercise in advance, choose the bigger one (3) Here, the expected return is the earnings of the options that continue to hold on the contidion S , regression method can give a sample polynomial about the current price of the underlying asset S ,normally, quadratic polynomial, and use it to calculate the expected return approximately, that is (4) S is regarded as the value of the horizontal axis, let the future earnings on the path be the value of the vertical axis, then can get the coefficient analogously about the above equation by Least Squares.
Starting from the due date, obtain the optimal execution time and option earnings on each path.
On the due date, for the American put options, the options are exercised when the options become a premium, the earnings are ) 0 , max( S X  ,time N is the due data, and continue to analyze the time 1  N ,if the option becomes a premium on the sample path, compare the expected return of the options that continue to hold up to the due date and the proceeds of the options that exercise immediately, if the former is less than the latter, exercise the options immediately, else if the former is bigger than the latter, continue to hold the options. The option can be exercised when it becomes a premium, it is a prerequisite, at time 1  N ,just analyze the data on the sample path, the option is a premium, the expected return of the options that continue to hold can be got by Least Squares analogously
Therefore, when deciding whether to exercise the option in advance, only compare the expected return of the options that continue to hold and its intrinsic value at that time. Similarly, the expected return of the options that continue to hold can also be obtained at the other time. The options on the sample path can be exercised at the only time or not be exercised.
From the initial state, consider the time N, if the optimal execution time is time N ,at time 1  N ,if exercise the option, so the optimal execution time is time 1  N , else the optimal execution time will not be changed, repeat the steps above. Due to every path has only one optimal execution time, finally, the expected return of the options will be got.
Thirdly, the expected return of the options on every sample path can be discounted by the risk-free rate, then take the mean, so the expected return of the options will be got, after simulating the option price many times, the optimal execution time and option earnings on each path can be obtained, finally, take the mean, so the American option price can be simulatly by Least Squares Monte Carlo Simulation.
The Study of 50ETF by American Options Pricing

Background
The negotiable securities of SSE 50 exchange-traded Index securities investment funds are called '50ETF', Stock code: 510050, Huaxia Fund Management company is the fund manager, the option just like the common option we know, it is a financial product based on a certain type of underlying assets.50ETF Option, its underlying assets are Huaxia 50ETF(510050),one contract of 50ETF option represents 10000 Huaxia 50ETF.50ETF appears on the market on 9th February, 2015, call option; put option, four expiry times, five prices that the option be exercise, 40 contracts in total. The expiry time is March, April, June and September. The closing price of 50ETF is 2.291 yuan on 6th February, 2015. According to the spacing of exercising the options, five strike price of the options are 2.20 yuan, 2.25 yuan, 2.30 yuan, 2.35 yuan and 2.40 yuan. days within a year, generally, set the number of days of trading days per year 252. The article chooses the data whose underlying asset is Huaxia 50ETF (the historical data is from 5th January,2015 to 15th Demcember,2015),use the above model, the estimated value of the volatility is 0.4097.
Data preparation（Employ Monte Carlo Simulation to price 50ETF）
Pricing American-style Options by Monte Carlo Simulation
3.3.1 Pricing with the expiry time is April and the strike price is 2.30 yuan For example, the American Put Option are priced by Least Squares Monte Carlo model,April is chosen as the expiry time, the strike price is 2.30 yuan. Using the Least Squares Monte Carlo model, the accuracy of the results depend on the times that simulated,the more times, the results will be more precise, simulate the option 10 times and 1500 paths, the results are as follows The results are simulated by the Least Squares Monte Carlo,they are random,simulate the option 10 times and take the average of the results,the value of American put option is 0.1523 yuan and the value of American call option is 0.1610 yuan.
3.3.2 Pricing American-style Options with all expiry time and strike prices 50ETF Option,four expiry time,five strike prices,study the American Put and Call Options,forty prices of the option will be obtained by matlab program.Just like 2.3.1,each price is simulated many times.
The forty results are simulated as follows: 10 times by matlab program, so the price is valuable and the results can give some reference to the Chinese stock market, so the researchers can design more financial derivatives and it is also meaningful for the development of options in China.
Analysis and comments
Chart 1. The value of 50ETF options change with the stike price K,March is chosen as the expiry time Chart 2. The value of 50ETF options change with the expiry time T, the stike price is 2.30 yuan For the American Option, five factors affect the value of the option: the price of the underlying asset, the strike price, the expiry time, the volatility of the underlying asset and risk-free rate. Seeing from the forty results above, under the same conditions, with the increase of strike price, the value of the American Put Option will increase while the value of the American Call Option will decrease, the Chart 1 can explain this phenomenon; similarly, under the same conditions, with the increase of time, both of the value of the American Put Option and Call Option will increase, the Chart 2 can explain this phenomenon.
In fact, many methods can price options, Monte Carlo simulation method is very suitable for pricing options that are path-dependent or multivariate related. If pricing American-style Options By Monte Carlo Simulation, the results may be random, it is necessary to simulate many times to make sure that the results precise. So the Monte Carlo Simulation can be improved to cut down randomness, it needs further study. In Chinese stock market, 50ETF is the only one option that can be traded, there are no other options, the option is European Option. Except China, it is also a problem in some other stock markets, the paper studies 50ETF, and price it in the way of American Options, the results of the paper can give some guidance and help to researchers, it can guide them to design new financial derivatives and it is also beneficial for development of options in China.
